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1 Introduction

This paper addresses finite element approximations to singularly perturbed semilin-
ear reaction-diffusion equations of the form

´ε
24u` f px,y;uq “ 0 for px,yq PΩ , Bν u“ ψ on ΓN , u“ 0 on ΓD, (1)

posed in a, possibly non-Lipschitz, polygonal domain Ω Ă R2. Here 0 ă ε ď 1.
The boundary segments ΓD and ΓN are disjoint with Γ̄D Y Γ̄N “ BΩ , and Bν de-
notes the outward normal derivative. The function f is continuous on Ω ˆ R
and satisfies f p¨;sq P L8pΩq for all s P R, and the one-sided Lipschitz condition
f px,y;vq´ f px,y;wq ěC f rv´ws whenever vě w, with some constant C f ě 0 such
that C f ` ε2 ě 1.

Our goal is to give residual-type a posteriori error estimates on reasonably gen-
eral anisotropic meshes (such as on Fig. 1, left, and Fig. 2) in the energy norm
~ ¨ ~ε ;Ω . The latter is an appropriately scaled W 1

2 pΩq norm naturally associated
with our problem. For any D ĎΩ , it is defined by

~v~ε ;D :“
!

ε
2}∇v}22;D `}v}

2
2;D

)1{2
.

The case of Dirichlet boundary conditions was considered in the recent article [9].
Now we extend this analysis to also allow boundary conditions of Neumann type.
In this preliminary contribution, we shape our treatment of Neumann boundary con-
ditions on anisotropic mesh elements in a simpler setting of partially structured
meshes (as on Fig. 1, right). The presented approach will be applied to more general
anisotropic meshes, such as addressed in [8, 9], in a forthcoming journal article.
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2 Natalia Kopteva

It is worth noting that our estimators in this paper, as well as in [8, 9, 10], do not
involve the so-called matching functions. (The latter appear in the estimator error
constants in [12, 13, 14]; they depend on the unknown error and take moderate val-
ues only when the grid is either isotropic, or, being anisotropic, is aligned correctly
to the solution, while, in general, may be as large as mesh aspect ratios.)

We discretize (1) using linear finite elements. Let Sh Ă tv P H1pΩq XCpΩ̄q :
v“ 0 on ΓDu be a piecewise-linear finite element space relative to a triangulation T ,
and let the computed solution uh P Sh satisfy

ε
2x∇uh,∇vhy`x f I

h ,vhy “

ż

ΓN

ε
2
ψ vh @ vh P Sh, fhp¨q :“ f p¨;uhq. (2)

Here x¨, ¨y is the L2pΩq inner product, and f I
h is the standard piecewise-linear La-

grange interpolant of fh.
To give a flavour of our results, our first estimator reduces to

~uh´u~ε ;Ω ďC
!

ÿ

zPN

minthzHz, εH2
z h´1

z u
›

›εJ
›

›

2
8 ;γz

`
ÿ

zPN

|Iψ
z |

2

`
ÿ

zPN

›

›mint1, Hzε
´1u f I

h

›

›

2
2;ωz

`
›

› fh´ f I
h

›

›

2
2;Ω

)1{2
, (3)

where C is independent of the diameters and the aspect ratios of elements in T ,
and of ε . Here N is the set of nodes in T , J is the standard jump in the normal
derivative of uh across an interior element edge, while J :“ Bν uh´ψ on ΓN , ωz is
the patch of elements surrounding any z PN , γz is the set of edges originating at z
and lying in ωzYΓN , Hz “ diampωzq, and hz » H´1

z |ωz|. We also obtain a sharper
version of (3), in which the interior-residual factors mint1, Hzε

´1u are replaced by
mint1, hzε

´1u and a few other terms are included (see (23) and Corollary 4.2).
The presence of Neumann boundary conditions is reflected in J computed on

γzXΓN , and in additional (and, perhaps, unexpected) terms Iψ
z :

|Iψ
z |

2 ďmintHz, εuHz
ˇ

ˇoscpεψ ;γzXΓNq
ˇ

ˇ

2
.

In the case of shape-regular triangulations, minthzHz, εH2
z h´1

z u » mintHz, εuHz,
while }J}8 ;γz ě

1
2 oscpJ ;γzXΓNq ě

1
2 oscpψ ;γzXΓNq. Hence, in this case,

ř

|Iψ
z |

2

is bounded by the first sum in (3), so may be skipped. For the case ε “ 1, this yields
a version of the standard estimator [1, §2.2].

xi´1xixi`1

Fig. 1 Example of a mesh considered in [8, 9] (left), partially structured anisotropic mesh (right).
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To relate (3) to interpolation error bounds, as well as to possible adaptive-mesh
construction strategies, note that |Jz| may be interpreted as approximating the di-
ameter of ωz under the metric induced by the squared Hessian matrix of the exact
solution (while f I

h approximates ε24u).
Our interest in this paper is in general anisotropic meshes, since such meshes,

when constructed a priori, have been shown to offer an efficient way of comput-
ing reliable numerical approximations of solutions that exhibit sharp boundary and
interior layers (see, e.g., [2, 5, 11, 16] and references therein). In the case of shape-
regular triangulations, residual-type a posteriori estimates for equations of type (1)
were proved in [18] in the energy norm, and more recently in [4] in the maximum
norm. The case of anisotropic meshes having a tensor-product structure was ad-
dressed in [17, 6, 3]. Above, we briefly discussed anisotropic estimators [12, 13, 14].

Note that no attempt will be made in this contribution to derive lower error
bounds. For anisotropic meshes, [13] gives such a bound, which includes some of
the terms appearing in our estimators. For example, in the case hz ď ε , the terms in
first sum of (3) reduce to hzHz }εJ}28 ;γz , while the related jump residual terms in the
lower error bound [13, (4.2)] can can be interpreted as

ř

SĂγz
hz|S| }εJ}28 ;S .

The paper is organized as follows. In §2, we make basic triangulation assump-
tions and recall the anisotropic scaled-trace theorem from [8, 9]. The error is repre-
sented in terms of the residual in §3, while the main results are obtained in §4. We
conclude the paper by presenting some numerical results in §5.

Notation. We write a» b when aÀ b and aÁ b, and aÀ b when aďCb with a
generic constant C depending on Ω and f , but C does not depend on either ε or the
diameters and the aspect ratios of elements in T . Also, for D Ă Ω̄ , 1ď pď8, and
kě 0, let } ¨ }p ;D “ }¨}LppDq and | ¨ |k,p ;D “ | ¨ |W k

p pDq
, where | ¨ |W k

p pDq
is the standard

Sobolev seminorm with integrability index p and smoothness index k.

2 Basic triangulation assumptions. Scaled trace bounds

We shall use z“ pxz,yzq, S and T to respectively denote particular mesh nodes, edges
and elements, while N , S and T will respectively denote their sets. For each
T P T , let HT be the maximum edge length and hT :“ 2H´1

T |T | be the minimum
height in T . For each z PN , let ωz be the patch of elements surrounding any z PN ,
Sz the set of edges originating at z, and

Hz :“ diampωzq, hz :“ max
TĂωz

hT , γz :“SzzΓD, γ̊z :“ tSĂ γz : |S| À hzu. (4)

Throughout the paper we make the following Triangulation Assumptions (that are
automatically satisfied by shape-regular triangulations).
• Maximum Angle condition. Let the maximum interior angle in any triangle T P

T be uniformly bounded by some positive α0 ă π .
• Local Element Orientation condition. For any z P N , a minimal rectangle

Rz Ą ωz is such that |Rz| » |ωz|.
• Also, let the number of triangles containing any node be uniformly bounded.
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Our analysis in [8, 9] applies to three node types, which we call (i) anisotropic,
(ii) semi-anisotropic, and (iii) isotropic nodes (see Fig. 2). As in this preliminary
contribution, only type (i) is considered, we skip the definitions (ii) and (iii).

(i) Anisotropic Nodes, whose set is denoted by Nani, are such that

hz ă c0Hz, hT » hz and HT » Hz @ T Ă ωz, (5)

where c0 is a fixed small constant.
(i˚) One typically expects anisotropic elements near ΓD to be aligned along it.

The boundary nodes for which this is not the case form a special set:

N ˚
D :“

 

z P Γ̄DXNani : |SzXΓD| À hz or z R Γ̄NX Γ̄D is a corner of Ω
(

. (6)

Next, we recall a version of the scaled trace theorem for possibly anisotropic
nodes using, with p“ 1,2, the scaled W 1

p pDq norm

{{{v{{{p ;D :“ pdiamDq´1}v}p ;D `}∇v}p ;D .

In particular, in view of diampωzq “ Hz and diampT q » HT ,

{{{v{{{p ;ωz
“ H´1

z }v}p ;ωz `}∇v}p ;ωz , {{{v{{{p ;T » H´1
T }v}p ;T `}∇v}p ;T . (7)

Lemma 2.1 (Anisotropic scaled trace bounds [8, 9]). For any node z PN of type
(5), and any function v PW 1

1 pωzq, one has

}v}1;γ̊z `
hz

Hz
}v}1;γzzγ̊z `

hz

Hz
}v}1;S̄z

À {{{v{{{1;ωz
, (8)

}v}1;γ̊z `
hz

Hz
}v}1;γzzγ̊z `

hz

Hz
}v}1;S̄z

À

!

hz }v}2;ωz {{{v{{{2;ωz

)1{2
, (9)

where γz and γ̊z are from (4), while S̄z Ă ωz is any segment that originates at z and
satisfies |S̄z| » Hz.

Fig. 2 Examples of anisotropic nodes z PNani (left), semi-anisotropic nodes z PNs.ani (centre), an
isotropic node z PNiso (right), and a node z PNaniXN ˚

D (bottom left); see [8, 9].
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3 Representation of the error in terms of the residual

Using the monotonicity of f and C f ` ε2 ě 1, one gets

~uh´u~2
ε ;Ω À ε

2x∇puh´uq,∇puh´uqy`x f p¨;uhq´ f p¨;uq,uh´uy

“ ε
2x∇uh,∇puh´uqy`x f p¨;uhq,uh´uy´

ż

ΓN

ε
2
ψ puh´uq,

where we also used (1). Next, assuming ~uh´u~ε ;Ω ą 0, let

G :“
uh´u

~uh´u~ε ;Ω
ñ ~G~ε ;Ω “ 1. (10)

So ~uh´u~ε ;Ω À ε2x∇uh,∇Gy`x f p¨;uhq,Gy´
ş

ΓN
ε2ψG. So (2) implies, @vh P Sh,

~uh´u~ε ;Ω À ε
2x∇uh,∇pG´vhqy`x f I

h ,G´vhy´

ż

ΓN

ε
2
ψ pG´vhq`x fh´ f I

h ,Gy .

(11)
Here x fh´ f I

h ,Gy “: Equad is the quadrature error, for which }G}2;Ω ď 1 implies

|Equad| ď ~ fh´ f I
h~
˚
ε ;Ω ď } fh´ f I

h}2;Ω , (12)

where the norm ~ ¨~˚
ε ;Ω is dual to ~ ¨~ε ;Ω ; see also [9, Remark 4.1].

Next, let φz be the standard linear hat function corresponding to z PN , and vh :“
Gh`

ř

zPN ḡzφz P Sh, where Gh P Sh is some interpolant of G, while ḡz is a certain
average of G´Gh near z (to be specified later), but ḡz “ 0 for z PΓD (so that vh P Sh).
Now, using g :“ G´Gh, one gets G´ vh “ g´

ř

zPN ḡzφz “
ř

zPN pg´ ḡzqφz.
Combining this with (11) gives a standard error representation

~uh´u~ε ;Ω À
ÿ

zPN

ε
2
ż

γz

Jpg´ ḡzqφz`
ÿ

zPN

ż

ωz

f I
h pg´ ḡzqφz`Equad

“: I` II`Equad , (13)

which holds for any Gh P Sh and any tḡzuzPN such that ḡz “ 0 whenever z P ΓD.
Here we use a standard definition for J with J :“ Bν uh

ˇ

ˇ

T 1 `Bν uh
ˇ

ˇ

T2 on an interior
edge BT 1XBT 2 ‰H (where T 1,T 2 PT ), and J :“ Bν uh´ψ on ΓN .

4 Error analysis for a partially structured anisotropic mesh

Our ultimate goal is to consider a reasonably general anisotropic mesh such as ad-
dressed in [8, 9] (see Fig. 1, left, and Fig. 2). But in this preliminary contribution,
to illustrate our approach, we restrict the analysis to a simpler, partially structured,
anisotropic mesh in a square domain. To be more precise, let
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Ω :“ p0,1q2, ΓN :“ tpx,yq P BΩ : x“ 1 or y“ 1u, ψp0,1q “ 0. (14)

(The condition on ψ is a compatibility condition, as up0,yq“ 0 implies Byup0,1q “ 0.
If it is violated, the mesh node at p0,1q is expected to be isotropic, and a version of
our analysis below will apply.) The following triangulation assumptions are made.
A1. Let txiu

n
i“0 be an arbitrary mesh on the interval p0,1q in the x direction. Then,

let each T PT , for some i,
(i) have the shortest edge on the line x“ xi;
(ii) have a vertex on the line x“ xi`1 or x“ xi´1 (see Fig. 1, right).

A2. Let N “Nani, i.e. each mesh node z satisfies (5).
A3. Quasi-non-obtuse anisotropic elements. Let the maximum angle in any triangle

be bounded by π

2 `α1
hT
HT

for some positive constant α1.
These conditions essentially imply that all mesh elements are anisotropic and
aligned in the x-direction. They also imply that if xz “ xi, then

ωz Ď ω
˚
z :“ pxi´1,xi`1qˆpy´z ,y

`
z q, y`z ´ y´z » hz, diamω

˚
z » Hz , (15)

where py´z ,y
`
z q is the range of y within ωz, and we also use x´1 :“ x0 and xn`1 :“ xn.

Remark 4.1. The above conditions (in particular, A3) imply that there is J À 1 such
that ω˚z Ă ω

pJq
z for all z PN , with the notation ω

p0q
z :“ ωz and ω

p j`1q
z for the patch

of elements in/touching ω
p jq
z . (Note that J “ 1 for any non-obtuse triangulation.)

4.1 Choice of ḡz. Main results

Following [8, 9], the choice of ḡz in (13) is related to the orientation of anisotropic
elements, and is crucial. Let ḡz “ 0 for z P ΓD, and

ż xi`1

xi´1

pgpx,yzq´ ḡzqϕipxqdx“ 0 for z“ pxi,yzq, 1ď iď n. (16)

Here we use the standard one-dimensional hat function ϕipxq associated with the
mesh txiu (i.e. it has support on pxi´1,xi`1q, equals 1 at x “ xi, and is linear on
pxi´1,xiq and pxi,xi`1q). Note that for z“ pxi,0q, in view of g“ 0 on ΓD, the above
definition (16) agrees with ḡz “ 0, earlier prescribed on ΓD.

Remark 4.2. An inspection of standard proofs for shape-regular meshes reveals that
one obstacle in extending them to anisotropic meshes lies in the application of a
scaled traced theorem when estimating the jump residual terms (this causes the mesh
aspect ratios to appear in the estimator). This technical difficulty is addressed by
choosing ḡz as a certain one-dimensional average of g, as in (16), or in (17) below.
To relate this to standard choices, for xz “ xi, let S̄z Ă ω˚z be the interval joining
pxi´1,yzq and pxi`1,yzq, 1ď iď n. Then (16) is identical to

ş

S̄z
pg´ ḡzqϕi “ 0. Also,

for non-obtuse triangulations, it is equivalent to
ş

S̄z
pg´ ḡzqφz “ 0. The reader may

compare this with a more standard choice, denoted here by ḡ1z:
ş

ωz
pg´ ḡ1zqφz “ 0

(see, e.g., [15, Lecture 5]).
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Remark 4.3. It is sometimes helpful to tweak the definition (16) of tḡzuzPN and use
instead tḡ˚z uzPN defined for z PN zΓD with xz “ xi by

ż

ω
˚
z

rgpx,yq´ ḡ˚z sϕipxq “ 0, (17)

(where ω˚z is from (15)), and ḡ˚z “ 0 for z P ΓD. Note that

hzHz|ḡ˚z | À }g}1;ω˚z , Hz|ḡz´ ḡ˚z | À }∇g}1;ω˚z , |ω˚z | » hzHz . (18)

Here the first relation is obvious, while
ş

ω
˚
z
rgpx,yzq´gpx,yqsϕipxq » hzHzpḡz´ ḡ˚z q

implies Hz|ḡz´ ḡ˚z | À }Byg}1;ω˚z and so the second relation.

Theorem 4.1 For the solution u of (1), (14), and the computed solution uh of (2),
let g“ G´Gh with G from (10) and any Gh P Sh, and

Θ :“ ε
2}∇g}22;Ω `

ÿ

zPN

`

1` ε
2H´2

z
˘

}g}22;ωz . (19)

Then ~uh ´ u~ε ;Ω À I ` II ` Equad, where Equad is bounded by (12), and, under
conditions A1–A3,

|I` Iψ | À

!

Θ

ÿ

zPN

λz
›

›εJz
›

›

2
8 ;γz

)1{2
, λz :“ hzHz mint1, εHzh´2

z u , (20)

|Iψ | À

!

Θ

ÿ

z PN :
|γzXΓN |»Hz

λ
1
z εHz

ˇ

ˇoscpεψ ;γzXΓNq
ˇ

ˇ

2
)1{2

, λ
1
z :“mint1, Hzε

´1u , (21)

|II| À
!

Θ

ÿ

zPN

›

›λ
1
z f I

h

›

›

2
2;ωz

)1{2
. (22)

Additionally, one has an alternative bound

|II| À
!

Θ

ÿ

zPN zN ˚
D

›

›mint1, hzε
´1u f I

h

›

›

2
2;ωz

`Θ

ÿ

zPN zN ˚
D

›

›λ
1
z oscp f I

h ;ωzq
›

›

2
2;ωz

`Θ

ÿ

zPN ˚
D

›

›λ
1
z f I

h

›

›

2
2;ωz

)1{2
, (23)

where N ˚
D “ tz PN : xz “ 0u (in agreement with (6)).

Corollary 4.2 (A posteriori error estimator) Under the conditions of Theorem 4.1,
~uh´u~ε ;Ω À I` II`Equad, where Equad is bounded by (12), while for I and II one
has bounds (20)–(23) with Θ :“ 1.

Proof. Under more general conditions than A1–A3, there exists Gh P Sh such that
Θ À ~G~ε ;Ω “ 1; see [9, Theorem 7.4]. l
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Remark 4.4. An inspection of the proof shows that in the bound (21) for Iψ , one can
replace γzXΓN by rγzzγ̊zsXΓN , which gives a slightly sharper bound.

Proof of Theorem 4.1. We partially follow and invoke some auxiliary results from
the proof of [9, Theorem 5.1]. The proof of (20) and (21) is given in §4.2 below.
Note that we cannot simply focus on the new terms, denoted by IN

z in (25), as one
needs to look into a delicate interaction of a component of IN

z and some other terms
in I (see (26), (27), (29)).

For the remaining interior-residual bounds (22) and (23), an inspection of [9,
Section 5.3] shows that the estimation of the interior-residual component II of the
error (13) applies to our case, with the only change in that II involves

řn
i“1 IIi (rather

than
řn´1

i“1 IIi), where IIi :“
ř

zPNi

ş

ωz
f I
hpxi,yqpg´ ḡ˚z qφz is defined in [9], with

Ni :“ tz PN : xz “ xiu, while N ˚
BΩ

of [9] is now denoted N ˚
D “N0. Note also

that (17) and (18), as well as Remark 4.5 below, are crucial for (22) and (23). l

4.2 Jump Residual. Proof of (20) and (21)

Proof of (20) and (21). Split I of (13) as I “
ř

zPN Iz, where

Iz :“ ε
2
ż

γz

Jpg´ ḡzqφz. (24)

When considering J on γzzBΩ “ γzzΓN , we adapt the notational convention that the
unit normal ν to any edge in γz takes the clockwise direction about z, while JwK, for
any w, is the jump in w across any edge in γz evaluated in the anticlockwise direction
about z. Then

J
ˇ

ˇ

γzzΓN
“ J∇uhK ¨ν “ JBxuhKνx` JByuhKνy .

So Iz can be split as

Iz “ I1z` I2z ` I3z ` IN
z :“ ε

2
ż

γzzΓ N
pg´ ḡzqφzJBxuhKνx` ε

2
ż

γ̊zXΓ N
Jpg´ ḡzqφz

` ε
2
ż

γzzΓ N
rg´gpx,yzqsφzJByuhKνy

` ε
2
ż

γzzΓ N
rgpx,yzq´ ḡzsφzJByuhKνy

` ε
2
ż

rγzzγ̊zsXΓ N
pBν uh´ψqpg´ ḡzqφz . (25)

For the final term here one has, using Bν uh “ Byuh on rγzzγ̊zsXΓ N Ă BΩ Xty“ 1u,

IN
z “ ε

2
ż

rγzzγ̊zsXΓ N
Byuhpg´ ḡzqφz´ ε

2
ż

rγzzγ̊zsXΓ N
ψpg´ ḡzqφz

loooooooooooooomoooooooooooooon

“:Iψ
z

. (26)
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We claim that to get the desired assertions (20) and (21), it suffices to show that

|I1z|` |I
2
z | À ε{{{g{{{1;ω˚z

›

›εJ
›

›

8 ;γz
, I3z `pI

N
z ` Iψ

z q “ 0, (27)

|Iz| À ε
Hz

hz

!

hz}g}2;ω˚z {{{g{{{2;ω˚z

)1{2 ›
›εJ

›

›

8 ;γz
, (28)

and

|Iψ
z | À ε

!

Hz}g}2;ωψ
z
{{{g{{{2;ωψ

z

)1{2
oscpεψ ; rγzzγ̊zsXΓNq. (29)

In (29),

ω
ψ
z :“ pxi´1,xi`1qˆp1´Hz,1q for any z“ pxi,1q, i“ 1, . . . ,n, (30)

is an isotropic rectangle with the upper edge rγzzγ̊zsXΓN (a similar triangle can be
used instead).

To show that (20) and (21), indeed, follow from (27)–(30), let

θz :“λ
´1
z ε

2 min
!

{{{g{{{21;ω˚z
, H2

z h´1
z }g}2;ω˚z {{{g{{{2;ω˚z

)

,

θ
ψ
z :“λ

1´1
z ε}g}2;ωψ

z
{{{g{{{2;ωψ

z
.

Note that an application of minpa,bcq{minp1,cq ď a` b (for any a, b, c ą 0) im-
plies θz À ε2 {{{g{{{22;ω˚z

` ε }g}2;ω˚z {{{g{{{2;ω˚z , while λ 1´1
z » 1` εH´1

z yields θ
ψ
z À

ε2{{{g{{{22;ωψ
z
`p1`ε2H´2

z q}g}2
2;ωψ

z
. Combining these two observations with (7), (19)

and Remark 4.1 yields
ř

zPN pθz`θ
ψ
z q ÀΘ .

Next, combining (27)–(30) with the above definitions of θz and θ
ψ
z , one gets

min
 

|Iz` Iψ
z |, |Iz|

(

À pθzλzq
1{2 }εJ}8 ;γz ,

|Iψ
z | À pθ

ψ
z λ

1
zεHzq

1{2 oscpεψ ; rγzzγ̊zsXΓNq.

Now, an application of Hölder’s inequality shows that
ř

zPN min
 

|Iz` Iψ
z |, |Iz|

(

is
bounded by the right-hand side of (20), and

ř

zPN |Iψ
z | is bounded by the right-hand

side of (21).
Finally, set rI ψ

z :“ 0 if min
 

|Iz` Iψ
z |, |Iz|

(

“ |Iz|, and rI ψ
z :“ Iψ

z otherwise, so that
one always has |Iz`rIψ

z | “min
 

|Iz` Iψ
z |, |Iz|

(

. The desired assertions (20) and (21)
follow with Iψ :“

ř

zPN
rI ψ
z .

Hence, it remains to establish (27), (28) and (29). The bounds for I1z and I2z in
(27), as well as Iz in (28), can be found in [9, Section 5.2, see (5.12), (5.13)]; they
are obtained from (25) and (24) using (8) and (9) respectively. It should be noted
that, compared to [9], there is an additional term in I1z, which involves

ş

γ̊zXΓ N and
can be easily estimated again using (8).
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The proof of I3z `pI
N
z ` Iψ

z q “ 0 in (27) is more delicate. It is convenient to adapt
the convention that uh “ 0 in R2zΩ̄ when computing JByuhK across the boundary
edges. With this convention, one can show, for each z“ pxi,yzq, that

I3z `pI
N
z ` Iψ

z q “ ε
2
´

ÿ

SPγzzγ̊z

JByuhK
¯

ż xi

xi´1

rgpx,yzq´ ḡzsϕipxqdx , (31)

with
şxi

xi´1
, in the case of i“ 0, replaced by ´

şxi`1
xi

(see [8, 9] for similar representa-

tions of I3z ). First, consider the case rγzzγ̊zsXΓ N “H. Then I3z `pI
N
z ` Iψ

z q “ I3z ,
while in the definition of I3z , one has νy“ 0 on γ̊z and φz“ϕipxq on γzzγ̊z. In the latter
case, we integrate the function rgpx,yzq´ ḡzsφz “ rgpx,yzq´ ḡzsϕipxq of one variable
x, which appears in the definition (16) of ḡz. Furthermore, νyds “ dx on any edge
connecting z to the vertical line tx“ xi´1u and νyds“´dx on any edge connecting
z to the vertical line tx“ xi`1u. Rewriting the integrals over such edges as integrals
with respect to x over pxi´1,xiq and pxi,xi`1q, respectively, and then employing (16)
for the integrals over pxi,xi`1q, one arrives at (31) for the case rγzzγ̊zsXΓ N “H.

If rγzzγ̊zsXΓ N ‰H, we additionally need to consider the integrals in IN
z `Iψ

z (see
(26)) of the same function rgpx,yzq´ ḡzsφz “ rgpx,yzq´ ḡzsϕipxq over the edges in
rγzzγ̊zsXΓ N . Note that in these integrals, ds“ dx, while Byuh “ JByuhK on any edge
in rγzzγ̊zsXΓ N connecting z to the vertical line tx“ xi´1u, and Byuh “´JByuhK on
any edge in rγzzγ̊zsXΓ N connecting z to the vertical line tx “ xi`1u. For the latter,
we again employ (16) so that all integrals in IN

z ` Iψ
z are rewritten as integrals over

pxi´1,xiq with respect to x. This again yields (31). So this relation is proved.
Whenever i “ n in (31), one immediately gets I3z ` pI

N
z ` Iψ

z q “ 0 from (16).
Otherwise, if 0 ď i ď n´ 1 and yz ą 0, noting that JByuhK “ 0 on γ̊z, as well as on
any element edge lying on tx “ 0u, one gets

ř

SPγzzγ̊z
JByuhK “

ř

SPSz
JByuhK “ 0,

so again I3z `pI
N
z ` Iψ

z q “ 0 immediately follows from (16). Finally, if yz “ 0, one
employs gpx,yzq “ ḡz “ 0.

We now proceed to getting (29). Note that in the definition of Iψ
z in (26) one has

φz “ ϕipxq and
ş

rγzzγ̊zsXΓ N “
şxi`1

xi´1
dx. Now, if z“ pxi,1q for 1ď iď n, recalling (16),

one can replace ψ in Iψ
z by ψ´ψpzq, so

|Iψ
z | À ε

"
ż

rγzzγ̊zsXΓ N
|g|
*

oscpεψ ; rγzzγ̊zsXΓNq.

This yields (29) by an application of (9), in which ωz is replaced by any isotropic
domain ω

ψ
z of type (30), and hence hz in (9) is also replaced by Hz. The re-

maining case of z “ p0,1q is considered similarly, only using ḡz “ 0 and |ψ| ď
oscpεψ ; rγzzγ̊zsXΓNq (the latter follows from the final condition in (14)). This com-
pletes the proof of (27), (28) and (29), and hence of (20) and (21). l

Remark 4.5. The above proof remains valid if tḡzuzPN defined by (16) are re-
placed by tḡ˚z uzPN from (17). Indeed, Iz will include an additional component
I˚z :“ ε2 ş

γz
Jpḡz´ ḡ˚z q, for which one easily gets |I˚z | ď εHz|ḡz´ ḡ˚z | }εJ}8 ;γz . For

|I˚z |, bounds of type (27) and (28) are then obtained using (18); see [9, Remark 5.6].
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5 Numerical results

We test the estimator of Theorem 4.1, using a simple version of (1) with Ω “ p0,1q2,
ΓN “ tpx,yq P BΩ : x “ 0 or y “ 0u, and f “ u´Fpx,yq, where F is such that the
unique exact solution u“ 4yp1´ yq rcospπx{2q´pe´x{ε ´ e´1{εq{p1´ e´x{εqs (the
latter exhibits a sharp boundary layer at x “ 0). An example of anisotropic mesh
refinement using similar estimators is given in [8, Section 7.7]. Here, we only con-
sider one a-priori-chosen layer-adapted mesh, which is obtained by drawing diago-
nals from the tensor product of the Bakhvalov grid tχp i

N qu
N
i“1 in the x-direction [2]

and a uniform grid t j
M u

M
j“0 in the y-direction with M “ 1

2 N (see [9, Fig. 3 (right)],
and also [7]). The continuous mesh-generating function χptq “ t if ε ą 1

6 ; otherwise,
χptq “ 3ε ln 1

1´2t for t P p0, 1
2 ´3εq and is linear elsewhere subject to χp1q “ 1.

Theorem 4.1 and Corollary 4.2 give the error estimator ~uh´u~ε ;Ω À E , where
E :“

 

E 2
p20q`E 2

p21q`E 2
p23q`E 2

p12q

(1{2, with the notation Ep¨q for the right-hand side
of (¨) (e.g., Ep12q “ } fh´ f I

h}2;Ω ). By Corollary 4.2, all Θ -factors are set equal to 1.
When computing the estimators, we replaced Hz from (4) by maxTĂωz HT »Hz, and
quantities of type mint1,aε´1u by their smoother analogues a

ε`a (e.g., λ 1z was re-
placed by Hz

ε`Hz
). We also replaced fh and u by their quadratic Lagrange interpolants.

The effectivity indices in Table 1, computed as the ratio of the estimator E to the
error ~uh´ u~ε ;Ω , do not exceed 7.17. Table 1 also displays the ratios of the new
component Ep21q in the jump residual estimator to its more standard part Ep20q; they
remain between 0.18 and 1.76. Note also that for the experiments of Table 1, the
ratio of

 

E 2
p20q`E 2

p21q`E 2
p23q

(1{2 to the error component
 

ε2}∇uh´p∇uqI}22;Ω `

}uh´uI}22;Ω

(1{2 does not exceed 7.76.
For the considered ranges of ε and N, the aspect ratios of the mesh elements

take values between 2 and 3.6e+8. Considering these variations, the estimator E
performs quite well and its effictivity indices stabilize as ε Ñ 0. A more compre-
hensive numerical study of the proposed estimators certainly needs to be conducted,
and will be presented elsewhere.
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